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contusions and other injuries were consistent with being dragged out of control at high rate of 
speed. Both passengers had brain injuries but the exact cause is unknown. On November 17, 
2011, the USVI medical examiner determined Ms. Kraftcheck's cause of death to be drowning. 

Vessel Data: 

Name MN TURTLE 

Official number VI0776TC 

Service Passenger (Inspected) 

Vessel type Parasail winch boat 

Route Lakes, Bays, and Sounds plus Limited 
Coastwise, waters of the U.S. Virgin Islands 
no more than three (3) miles offshore 

Manning 1 Master, 1 deckhand 

Passengers No more than 12 

Keel laid date Nov 11, 2004 

Built by Commercial Water Sports, Inc 

Hull material Fiberglass reinforced plastic 

Gross tons 13 (GRT) 

Owner Beach Management Services 
6501 Red Hook Plaza Ste 201 
St Thomas USVI 00802 

Managing operator CWS Tours LLC 
6501 Red Hook Plaza Ste 201 
St Thomas USVI 00802 

Length 31 ft 

Breadth 10 ft 6 inches 

Propulsion Single diesel reduction 420 hp 

Maximum speed 28 mph (calm waters) 

Inspection subchapter 46 CFR Subchapter T 
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4. The U.S. does not have any regulations that govern a commercial parasail vessel's parasail
winch, towline, associated parasail equipment or the parasail itself.

5. The U.S. Virgin Islands do not have any regulations that govern a commercial parasail
vessel's parasail winch, towline, associated parasail equipment or the parasail itself.

6. The U.S. Coast Guard inspects the MN TURTLE (VI0776TC) under 46 CFR subchapter T.
This inspection does not include any of the parasail equipment or winch systems.

7. CWS Tours LLC failed to present any manufacturer manuals or reference materials for the
winch equipment onboard the MN TURTLE (VI0776TC) or any other of their vessels. No
vessel drawings, owner's manuals or technician manuals are kept by company.

8. Maintenance logs produced by CWS Tours LLC were infrequently completed by employees.
The daily and monthly checklists produced by CWS Tours LLC were not consistently
completed. Several discrepancies were noted by crewmembers and company mechanics
during the checks. However, there are no documentary records of any actions that may have
been taken to remedy the issues.

9. PAPO OSAG states that no vessel shall be operated when sustained wind is in excess of20
mph or when excessive or dangerous wind gusts are present. P APO also states that it is the
Captain's responsibility to evaluate and determine if weather conditions are favorable for
parasailing and that a daily weather log shall be maintained.

10. CWS Tours LLC does not keep records of the replacement ofparasailing equipment. CWS
Tours LLC did not have records showing the installation date for the line onboard the vessel.
There is no way of knowing what length oftime a particular line has been installed on a
vessel. The same is true for the parachutes; invoices for parachutes are kept, however the
there is no indication/records of how long the equipment has been in service or the frequency
of its usage.

11. CWS Tours LLC does not enforce a standard method or schedule for trimming the parasail
line. Vessel masters are trimming the line at their discretion, mostly without logging or
keeping cut portions. During interviews, crewmembers contradicted one another by stating
differing cut lengths ranging from 2-3 inches to I foot. This contradicted company policy
which refers directly to PAPO OSAG.

12. CWS Tours LLC does not have a standard method of monitoring weather. During interviews
with the vessel captain, he stated that he visually checks conditions while operating. CWS
Tours LLC Owner stated that the captains use various smart phone applications or computer
programs. (CWS Tours LLC policy designates an Office Dispatcher; however, nowhere in
the policy does it assign the responsibility of weather monitoring to that position. Nowhere
in CWS Tours LLC policy does it state it is the Master's responsibility to monitor weather
before and during operations .)
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WILL BE CAPABLE OF PRODUCING LOCALLY HEAV
Y 

RAIN ... PONDING OF WATER 

ON ROADWAYS ... REDUCED VISIBILITIES AND HAZARDOUS DRIVING CONDITIONS 

THROUGH AT LEAST 5 PM AST. See Figure 10 

38. Based on witness statements and evidence gathered tlu·oughout the investigation, the
following is an approximation of the observed weather conditions from weather stations
located closest to the estimated incident location at different time periods leading up to and
immediately following the incident: See Figure 09

Weather Station info 1545 1600 1615 

WeatherFlow Inc 15 mph avg, w/ gusts of 20 mph avg, w/ gusts 12 mph avg, w/ 
Weather station on Two 21 mph of23 mph gusts of 17 mph 
Brothers Natl Park, NE 
of incident location 

WeatherFlow Inc 17 mph avg, w/ gusts of 23 mph avg, w/ gusts 32mph avg, w/ 
Weather station on Buck 20mph of26 mph gusts of 38 mph 
Island, SE of incident 
location 

Weather Station info 1553 1609 1611 

National Weather 13 mph avg, w/ gusts of 22 mph avg, w/ gusts 21 mph avg, w/ 
Service weather station 22 mph of28 gusts of 28 
at Cyril King Int. 
Airport (inside harbor) 
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Inc. is the parent company of the WindAlert program. At any given point, prior to the incident, 
any CWS Tours LLC employee could have referenced that application and viewed the same 
wind data that was collected post casualty by investigators. Weather data collected by 
investigators shows how dynamic the maritime weather can be in the vicinity of the incident, and 
showcases the need for constant monitoring of the weather, specifically wind, when conducting 
parasailing operations in the Caribbean. 

Vessel equipment: 

CWS Tours LLC did not keep or maintain MN TURTLE's (VI0776TC) technical manuals 
regarding the vessel or its onboard equipment. Items such as equipment lifespan 
recommendations, safety settings, and equipment weather limitations were not readily accessible 
to anyone within CWS Tours LLC. Records of towline service dates, bitter end trimming, and 
line retirement dates were not kept by CWS Tours LLC. CWS Tours LLC management has no 
way of keeping track of the wear and fatigue the parasail gear is going through other than visual 
inspections. 

The towline winch onboard the M/V TURTLE (VI0776TC) is powered by a hydraulic motor 
located in the vessel's engine space. The hydraulic motor receives hydraulic fluid from a gear 
driven pump located between the fluid reservoir tank and the motor itself. A spring actuated 
break is located between the motor and the winch. A directional flow valve leads to the vessel's 
helm where the vessel operator controls the system using a manual lever. When the directional 
valve is actuated, the motor's break is released, and applied when the system is in neutral. The 
valve contains a pressure relief valve set at 3000 psi. When the safety relief setting is reached, 
the valve re-circulates the fluid back through a counter balance to the system reservoir, 
preventing a "free-spool" of the towline, or a shock load of the system. Post casualty testing of 
the winch and hydraulic system onboard showed the system working properly and as designed. 
The system most likely reached this relief setting, making it impossible for the master to retrieve 
the parasailers. 
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Detailed information of the towline tensile strength tests are contained in the Memorandum of 
Rope Inspection, dated February 2, 2012. Testing was IAW Cordage Institute International 
Standard CI 1500-02 (V.2 May 2006), Test Method for Fiber Rope. This standard provides 
information and procedures for line testing. 

Tensile Tests of New Towline 

a. The un-knotted exemplar rope average failure load of 7,258 pounds was 418 pounds (6.1 %)
above the manufacturer's minimum breaking strength of 6,840 pounds.

b. The knotted exemplar rope always failed at the knot, and the average failure load of 5,300
pounds was a significant 1,540 pounds (22.5%) below the manufacturer's minimum breaking
strength of 6,840 pounds.

c. The exemplar rope tested 27% weaker with the bowline knot than without the bowline knot.

Exemplar Line As Tested 
Average Breaking 
Strength (lbs.) 

Without Bowline Knot 7,258 
With Bowline Knot 5,300 

Percent Difference with -27%
Knot 

Tensile Tests of M/V TURTLE's (VI0776TC) Towline 

Percent Diff. from 
Manufacturer's Reported 
Minimum Breaking 
Strength 

+6.1 % Above Min
-22.5%

c. After unknown days of service, the M/V TURTLE (VI0776TC) un-knotted towline average
failure load of 3,625 pounds was a significant 3,215 pounds (47%) below the manufacturer's
minimum breaking strength of 6,840 pounds.

d. The knotted M/V TURTLE (VI0776TC) towline average failure load of 3,365 pounds was a
significant 3,475 pounds (50.8%) below the manufacturer's minimum breaking strength of 6,840
pounds. As with the exemplar rope, all failures were at the bowline knot.

e. The MN TURTLES (VI)0776TC) towline rope tested 7.1 % weaker with the bowline knot
than without the bowline knot.
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M/V As Tested 
TURTLE(VI0776TC) Average Breaking 
Towline Strength (lbs.) 

Without Bowline 3,625 
Knot 
With Bowline Knot 3,365 

I Percent Difference with Knot I -7.1 %

Percent Diff. from Percent Diff. from 
Manufacturer's Exemplar Rope as 
Reported tested A vcrage 
Minimum Breaking Breaking 
Strength Strength 

-47% -50%

-50.8% 36.5%

A detailed visual examination of the M/V TURTLE (VI0776TC) towline revealed broken 
filaments that could be seen on its surface giving it a fuzzy appearance. This fuzzy appearance is 
consistent with a braided rope that has filament breakage. 

Bowline Knot: There is evidence that the M/V TURTLE (VI0776TC) towline strength was 
significantly reduced by the bowline knot. 

A bowline knot is the knot typically used throughout the parasailing industry to fasten the 
towline to the parasail harness as it is simple to tie and easy to undo. 

To mitigate this structural damage, within the parasailing industry it is common practice to cut 
the bitter end of the towline back after a certain number of flights, thus discarding the used 
portion of the rope. The PAPO OSAG requires that a minimum of two feet be trimmed from the 
towline bitter end within a maximum period of 7 days, every 400 flights, or as may become 
necessary. 

During the course of the investigation, Federal and State regulations that pe1iained to the 
operations of parasail vessels were reviewed, along with industry created safety protocols. CWS 
Tours LLC was not a member of the Professional Association of Parasail Operators (P APO), an 
industry-lead group of members that promotes safety in the parasail industry through agreed 
upon safety standards found in the Operating Standards and Guidelines (OSAG). CWS Tours 
enrollment with P APO was expired. It is unknown when CWS Tours enrollment the P APO 
expired. CWS Tours LLC and Beach Management Services company policies, as they relate to 
operations safety, refer directly to PAPO OSAG as the standards to follow within the company. 
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In accordance with reference (b) the Initiating Event ( or first unwanted outcome) for this 
casualty was the winch's inability to retrieve the passengers in flight during high winds due to its 
operating capacity being exceeded. 

I. The causal factors that led to this casualty are as follows:

a) Environment: There is one environmental causal factor.

1) The weather, (specifically wind speed), was a key factor in this casualty. Weather
data gathered throughout the investigation shows areas of consistently shifting, high
winds in the vicinity of the incident. The average wind speed from the three closest
weather stations between 1545-1615 was 19.5 mph with average gusts of25.5 mph.
Even though it may be true, as the master stated that the winds were calm at the
EXACT location of the incident WHEN he deployed the parachute and passengers;
the fact that the immediate area contained storm systems near the vessel's location
clearly had a negative effect on the flight in question. The vessel likely entered a
squall area where the high wind speeds and higher gusts, coupled with the 39'
diameter parachute canopy, exceeded both the pressure relief setting on the winch
and the tensile strength of the towline.

b) Equipment: There are four equipment related causal factors.

1) The vessel's parasail winch pressure relief setting of 3000 psi was most likely
reached during the high wind conditions. The relief setting effectively shut down the
winch motor, locking the brakes, in order to prevent a hydraulic system failure or free
spool situation. The crew onboard the MN TURTLE (VI0776TC) had no method of
knowing if the system's pressure relief setting was being reached due to a lack of a
system gauge on this class of vessel.

2) The towline failing, parting approximately 57 feet from the roller assembly in high
winds. The distance from the yoke and bowline knot to the location of the line failure
is unknown due to the unrecovered equipment.

3) The towline's rapid and significant degradation in strength while in parasailing
service. Parasailing is a severe application that leads to rapid degradation and strength
loss in a towline. Investigation of the M/V TURTLE (VI0776VI) towline indicated it
had a 47% reduction in strength from an unknown number of cays in service. The
loss of strength was clue to the combined effects of cyclical tension wear, shock
loading, external abrasion and flex fatigue.

4) The towline's significant reduction in strength due to the use of a bowline knot to
fasten the towline to the parasail harness. Lab testing indicated that the bowline knot
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reduced the breaking strength of the MN TURTLE (VI0777TC) towline an 
additional 7% beyond that provided by the towline in its worn condition. At the time 
of the casualty, the average breaking strength of the MN TURTLE (0776TC) towline 
was a significant 51 % below the manufacturer's minimum breaking strength. 

c) Safety regulations/standards: There are four causal factors related to safety
regulations/standards.

1) Parasail towlines are exposed to constantly changing environmental conditions along
with variable operating loads and strains. Currently, there are no established
replacement requirements for parasail towlines.

2) Currently, there is no regulatory authority for parasail equipment onboard vessels.
The U.S. Coast Guard regulates, inspects and oversees the operation of vessels
inspected under the Small Passenger Vessel regulations found in 46 CFR Subpait T
however, these regulations do not encompass the parasail equipment (i.e. winch,
hydraulics, towline, parasail equipment, roller assembly).

3) Although there are industry lead organizations such as PAPO that create operating
standards and guidelines for members to follow, there is no follow up or engagement
after enrollment. Enrolling with P APO and following its guidelines are two different
issues. CWS Tours LLC owner did not even know if his enrollment was active when
interviewed and employees clearly weren't knowledgeable on the OSAG nor did they
follow them. There are no audits or inspections of enrolled companies conducted by
any of the industry organizations.

4) Currently, there are no master or crew licensing or training requirements specific to
the unique procedures or safety precautions associated with parasailing operations.
The U.S. Coast Guard requires U.S. licensed mariners be in direct control of vessels
carrying passengers for hire, however there are no license endorsements or special
training requirements needed to operate a parasail vessel.

d) Personnel: There are three personnel related causal factors

I) CWS Tours LLC owner's lack of daily operations oversight was clearly evident in
this case. Company Policy, OSAG and Federal regulations were not being followed
in regards to:

a. equipment checks
b. equipment maintenance and replacement
c. passenger safety briefs
d. weather forecasting and monitoring
e. crew qualifcations
f. employee drug testing requirements
g. crewmember training
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4. The investigation did not identify any inconsistencies with regards to the U.S. Coast Guard's
vessel inspection history for the MN TURTLE (VI0776TC).

5. There is no evidence that any persormel of the U.S. Coast Guard or of any other agency or
any other person contributed to this casualty, or to a death involved in this casualty.

Safety Recommendations: 

1. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard, in consultation with national
parasailing organizations and/or the parasailing industry, establish distinct license, training,
qualification, and experience requirements that apply to operators and crew of commercial
parasail vessels.

2. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard require the inspection of the
parasail gear and equipment, as necessary, to determine that the gear and equipment are in
good working order and fit for the service intended, before the issuance of a Certificate of
Inspection to any vessel that engages in commercial parasailing.

3. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard, in consultation with national
parasailing organizations and/or the parasailing industry, develop parasail towline selection,
inspection and retirement (removal from service) guidelines. These guidelines should require
records to be kept that indicate the size, fiber, construction, length, manufacturer, minimum
breaking strength, safe working load, date placed in service, and inspection interval for each
towline. Inspections should be logged and should check for damage, wear and include caliper
measurements of the towline diameter to determine if the towline has deteriorated. The
master of the parasailing vessel should be responsible for keeping these records and reporting
the same to management. For each towline, the records should be kept for the duration of its
service life and should be made available for review by the Coast Guard upon request. When
developing the guidelines, the Coast Guard should further evaluate: the need to conduct
additional operational tests to determine a towline's required minimum breaking strength; the
need to require the breaking strength of each towline to be ce1iified by the manufacturer by
subjecting a portion of the rope to destructive testing prior to its installation; and the need to
specify the use of more efficient connections ( e.g., eye splices, thimbles, etc.) between the
towline and the yoke.

4. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard require owners and operators of
commercial parasail vessels to provide a comprehensive passenger safety briefing prior to
depaiiure to include a discussion of the inherent risks ofparasailing, the route and
operational limits imposed to mitigate these risks, and the proper procedures to be followed
during the course of a parasailing emergencies to include: unintended landing on water,
winch malfunction, towline failure and propulsion machinery failure with a passenger in
flight.
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5. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard require owners and operators of
commercial parasail vessels to conduct sufficient training, drills and exercises to ensure that
crewmembers are proficient in parasailing emergency techniques and procedures. Training,
drills and exercises shall be logged or otherwise documented for review by the Coast Guard
upon request. Drills and exercises must test the proficiency of company and vessel personnel
in assigned emergency response duties.

6. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard, in consultation with national
parasailing organizations and/or the parasailing industry, develop operational readiness,
maintenance and inspection requirements for winches used to deploy and recover passengers
while parasailing. When developing the inspection requirements, the Coast Guard should
develop minimum power ratings and fmiher evaluate the need for redundant or emergency
winch systems that could be used should the primary winch fail.

7. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard, in consultation with national
parasailing organizations and/or the parasailing industry, review, modify and ultimately
adopt and incorporate by reference in 46 CFR Subchapter T, the Professional Association of
Parasail Operators Operating Standards and Guidelines, or a similarly produced and
recognized industry standard. Where industry has not established suitable safety
requirements addressing the causes of this casualty, the Coast Guard should provide the
leadership and catalyze their development. These actions will allow the Coast Guard to
capitalize on standards that they are already familiar with and will raise the level of safety
provided to the level expected by the American public. Futiher, it will minimize the burdens
on the parasailing industry associated with variations in safety standards imposed by various
jurisdictions.

8. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard seek legislative authority to
inspect parasail vessels that carry at least one passenger for hire and enact implementing
regulations. This action when taken in concert with this repo1i's other recommended actions
will result in a regulatory regime that provides a set of minimum safety standards for
commercial parasailing on U.S. navigable waters, and will result in lives saved.

9. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard provide written guidance to
marine investigators to be used during the investigation of parasailing marine casualties. This
guidance should be taught at the Marine Inspection and Investigation School at Training
Center Yorktown and be made available to the public and parasailing industry.

I 0. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard provide notice to the parasailing 
industry that failures of parasailing equipment to include the winch, towline, harness, and 
parasail, are considered to be occurrences that materially and adversely affect a vessel's 
fitness for service, and are considered reportable marine casualties under 46 USC §6101 and 
its implementing regulations of 46 CFR 4.05-l(a)(4) and 185.202(a)(4). 

11. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard require the operator of a
commercial parasail vessel to record for each flight: the parasail canopy used and its
operational limitations; the estimated weight of the passenger(s); the prevailing wind and sea
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state; the duration of the flight; and the details of any parasailing incident that occurred 
during the flight. The master of the parasailing vessel should be responsible for keeping 
these records and report the same to management. For each towline, the records should be 
kept for the duration of its service life and should be made available for review by the Coast 
Guard upon request. 

12. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard designate a single point of
contact within the Headquarters organization to provide field units, Investigating Officers
and other CG personnel with both government and private entity weather information.
Information such as weather trends, post casualty weather information, and potential adverse
weather events in an operating AOR will greatly assist Investigating Officers and CG
operators in gathering weather information quickly and accurately. The position or billet
should be civilian for service continuity and should establish and maintain working
relationships with private weather monitoring entities along with other govermnent weather
agencies.

13. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard examine the need for an
improved working relationship with private weather monitoring and research companies.
Recommend assessing the feasibility of integrating these companies' data into Coast Guard
operating software so that Coast Guard operators, marine safety personnel, and Investigating
Officers can gather weather information quickly and accurately at the unit level.

14. It is recommended that Commercial Water Sports, Inc, the builder the M/V TURTLE
(VI0776TC), advertise a service bulletin to the parasailing industry advising of the need to
retrofit this particular class of vessel with a pressure gauge for the parasail winch hydraulic
system, with notation of specific pressure relief setting

15. It is recommended that CWS Tours LLC develop, implement and enforce a quarterly training
program for all company employees that adequately addresses equipment maintenance,
weather forecasting, record keeping and parasail specific emergency procedures. CWS
Tours LLC should keep records of all employee attendance and should base day to day crew
selection on their training completion status.

16. It is recommended that CWS Tours LLC develop, implement, and enforce a comprehensive
weather forecasting and monitoring policy. The policy should identify a method of
consistent monitoring from every vessel in the fleet.

17. It is recommended that the Commandant of the Coast Guard provide a copy of this report to
the following entities:

a. Area, District, and Sector Commanders;
b. Estates of the deceased;
c. U.S. Attorney;
d. Professional Association of Parasail Operators;
e. Parasail Safety Council;
f. Water Sports Industry Association;
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